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ABSTRACT
O-type body-fitted coordinate systems are numerically
generated about NACA0012 and NACA4412 airfoils. These
coordinate systems are used to effect a coordinate
transformation from the physical plane to a rectangular
transformed plane- The software developed also has a
coordinate contraction capability- Plots of uncontracted and
contracted coordinate systems are presented.
The nonconservative , velocity-pressure formulation of the
two-dimensional, steady-state Euler equations are transformed
to the rectangular plane. The boundary conditions at the
airfoil are determined by the source-panel method, following
which, the explicit finite difference form of the transformed
Euler equations are solved using a space-marching scheme.
Non-lifting potential flow solutions are obtained for the
aforementioned airfoils at 0 and +16 angles of attack.
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< Angle of attack
p Angle between normal to source-panel and
freestream velocity
C Contour in physical plane








n Outward normal on body of airfoil
P Nondimensional pressure
Re Reynolds number
s Distance along source panel
SOR Sucessive-Over Relaxation
Angle between source-panel and positive x-axis
u Nondimensional u-component of velocity
v Nondimensional v-component of velocity
V Nondimensional freestream velocity
w Acceleration parameter for coordinate system
generation
W Acceleration parameter for potential flow
application
x Nondimensional physical coordinate
y Nondimensional physical coordinate
f Nondimensional transformed coordinate
H Nondimensional transforme.d coordinate.
IX
Subscripts
i,j Denotes field position in (^^) plane
x First x partial derivative
xx Second x partial derivative
y First y partial derivative
yy Second y partial derivative
Pertaining to the outer boundary
f First % partial derivative
%% Second "f partial derivative
1 First Y] partial derivative
nr] Second n partial derivative
%r\ Second mixed partial derivative
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In any numerical simulation the choice of computational
scheme is dictated by such considerations as computer time,
memory space, and desired accuracy in the solution. The
principal thrust of this investigation has been to reduce the
computational time for solving the two dimensional Euler
equations for subsonic flows.
The numerical computation of a flowfield requires an
adequate treatment of the boundary conditions. This can be
quite difficult to incorporate for complex geometries. As
seen in Figure 1, the body contour of an irregular object may
not coincide with the nodes of a rectangular coordinate mesh
in the physical plane. This malady may be partially remedied
by using a finely spaced grid close to the body. However,
interpolation may still be required to determine net function
values adjacent to boundaries. In view of these difficulties,
it would be desirable to adopt a coordinate system in which
there is a coordinate line coincident with the body contour.
The use of body-fitted curvilinear coordinates makes this
possible. These coordinate systems are typically generated as
the solution to an elliptic boundary value problem, and their
primary advantage is that they transform the physical region
into a rectangular one. This in turn facilitates the
discretization of the flow equations using finite differences,
particularly at the
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Fig-ure. 1 Discretization of a continuum by a
finite, clement mesh
now avoided.
A widely used finite difference method for solving the
differential equations of fluid motion is known as
time-marching. In this technique, the unsteady flow equations
are used to obtain steady-state solutions. This might be
done, for instance, by starting at zero time and performing
twenty iterations on the equations. The time is then
incremented by say 0.01 seconds, and another twenty iterations
are performed. This procedure is repeated until the error
between two time steps satisfies some convergence criterion.
As might be expected, this process typically requires a
tremendous amount of computer time since the time steps are so
small. In an attempt to avert this, a computational scheme
known as space-marching has been adopted in this study. In
this method the steady flow equations are iterated on
directly. Convergence is checked for at the end of each
iteration instead of between time steps. If convergence can
be achieved with this technique, it is possible that there
will be a significant saving in computer time.
The space-marching scheme is not typically used because
the steady flow equations are elliptic.
These equations are
not as stable as the unsteady equations (which are parabolic),
and therefore, it may not be possible to achieve convergence
in some flow problems.
A survey of the literature used is done in the following
chapter. Chapter three covers the generation of body-fitted
coordinate systems, while chapter four contains details of
flow solutions. The computer aspects of the coordinate system
generation and the potential flow application is given in
chapter five. The conclusions and the scope for further work
follow in the next two chapters. The appendicies mainly cover
the details of the mathematics used.
2.0 LITERATURE SURVEY
Body-fitted coordinate systems are typically generated by
algebraic schemes or as the solutions to elliptic boundary
value problems. Thames [1] develops a particularly effective
form of the latter method. He solves a coupled system of
Laplace equations to effect a basic coordinate transformation
from the physical plane to a rectangular transformed plane.
The transformed coordinate lines vary monotonically and are
non-skewed. Extensions of the basic transformation to
contracting/expanding systems, multiply-connected regions and
time-dependent systems are also considered. Hodge's [2] work
is similar to Thames', however, he presents detailed
information on the amplification factors needed to numerically
implement the above mentioned coordinate contraction/expansion
capability.
Roache [3] presents a sound instruction in the
fundamentals of computational fluid dynamics. The material
covered in his work includes stability analyses, differencing
schemes, explicit and implicit methods for numerical solution
of flow equations, and typical computational problems with
possible remedies for them.
One of the difficulties in running potential flow
problems is the unavailability of body velocity or pressure
distributions. This makes it necessary to calculate the body
distributions. Smith [4] uses a linear combination of the
velocity distributions at 0 and 90 angles of attack to obtain
the velocity distribution at an arbitrary angle of attack.
Kuethe and Chow [5] give the theoretical framework for
executing the above method. They determine the source
distribution on the body of an object at the previously
mentioned angles of attack. The corresponding velocities are
found and then linearly combined to obtain the zero-lift
velocity distribution at the desired angle of attack. They
also outline the procedure for enforcing the Kutta condition
by the addition of a suitable vortex distribution to obtain
the lifting velocity distribution.
Liebeck [6] provides an alternative approach to
determining the lifting velocity distribution for potential
flow. He sets up a variational problem where he extremizes
the lift coefficient subject to the constraints that the
corresponding airfoil shape is practical and realistic, and
that there is no separation in the flow. The resulting
solution is then modified to remove any discontinuities in the
velocity distribution, and to ensure that there is a unique
leading edge stagnation point.
3.0 NUMERICAL GENERATION OF BODY-FITTED COORDINATE SYSTEM
3.1 Uncontracted Coordinate Systems
Figure 2a shows an airfoil
in'
the physical plane. All
dimensions have been nondimensionalized with respect to the
chord length. The circle around the airfoil has a radius of
five times the chord length, and it is assumed that any fluid
flow outside this circle is not perturbed by the airfoil (i.e.
freestream conditions exist). The area, D, enclosed between
the airfoil and the circle is a two-dimensional,
doubly-connected region. Cl and C2 represent the airfoil and
the outer circle respectively, while C3 and C4 connect the
aforementioned contours. C3 and C4 are in fact re-entrant in
the transformed plane. Corresponding points along these two
boundaries have identical values.
In order to facilitate the solution of the fluid flow
problem, the physical region (x,y-coordinates ) is transformed
into the rectangular region (-^-coordinates) shown in Figure
2b. This transformation is given by the vector function below
1










PlG-LiRE. 2b: Transformed plane. Cl 7 *} -coordinates]
The inverse transformation is given by
L*J
and the corresponding transformation matrix is
J", X1 Xr)
% %
The Jacobian determinant for this matrix is
J = dctv J~s = **&,- X^





Using this fact, the following relations may be obtained
^
= Xf/J
These relations may be used in conjunction with the chain
rule, to transform
partial derivatives from the x,y-plane to
the i,n -plane. A comprehensive set of the pertinent derivative
transformations with their derivations may be found in
Appendix A.
Laplace's equation is used to produce the uncontracted
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where 7 , and rj , are constant,
and ^(x,y) and ^(x,y) are
specified functions on Cl and C2 respectively.
The solutions to the aforementioned boundary value
problem are harmonic functions. This affords two principal
advantages. First, harmonic functions have continuous
derivatives of all orders, and second, they obey a maximum
principle whereby their
maximum and minimum values occur only
on the boundaries of the region D. Consequently, no extrema
occur within D, and therefore, the
functions'
first
derivatives do not simultaneously vanish in D. Hence, the
Jacobian will not be zero due to the presence of an extrema,
thereby ensuring that a change of coordinates can be made.
Furthermore, we are guaranteed that there will be a monotonic
variance in the coordinates from the inner boundary to the
outer one.
The equation above is transformed to ^,vj -coordinates using









= ^ + M*
with the transformed boundary conditions
X
h(^\)
7 ^,n,] e cl
[Vz] &
Additional constraints are required for the re-entrant
boundaries. See chapter 5 for details.
/2
This system of equations is considerably more complex
then that given by (3.1), however, the boundary conditions are
now specified along straight boundaries and the coordinate
spacing is uniform in the transformed plane. Furthermore, a
coordinate system only has to be generated once for a
particular airfoil. Finally, the system of equations (3.2)
are put into finite difference form using the expressions
given in Appendix B. The resulting algebraic expressions are
then solved using SOR (See Varga [7] or Mitchell [8]).
3.2 Contracted Coordinate Systems
In some cases a further contraction of the coordinate
system close to the airfoil is necessary. For instance,
coordinate refinement may be required at the nose and tail
of
the airfoil, or in the boundary layer of a viscous flow. This
coordinate contraction capability may be introduced through




where P and Q are generally chosen to be









The first terms in these expressions produce ^-line and >)-line
contraction toward %K and 1k respectively. The second terms
in the expressions produce ^-point and n-point contraction
toward ^ and f^ . The number n'(n) represents the number of
5-lines (17-lines) used for attraction, and the number m'(m)
represents the number of ^-points (^-points) used for
attraction.
The Poisson equations are then transformed to yield the
coupled system
The transformed boundary conditions for this boundary value
problem are the same as those for the solution of Laplace's
equation.
It should be noted that the coordinate contraction
capability is not restricted to the vicinity of the airfoil,
but may be used to contract any portion of the grid. The
details of the mathematical formulation for the coordinate




Figures 3 and 5 show the uncontracted coordinate systems
for the NACA0012 and NACA4412 airfoils. The grids have been
converged to an accuracy of three correct decimal digits.
This reduced the spacing of the coordinate lines close to the
airfoil. This is desirable since the area immediately
adjacent to a body is critical in determining the behavior of
the entire flow field, and should therefore be solved to the
highest degree of accuracy- The closely spaced contours allow
for this.
Figures 4 and 6 show the contracted coordinate systems
for the same airfoils. Only eta line contraction was used in
each case. The grid spacings are significantly collapsed
close to the airfoil. The contracted grids were not required
in obtaining the flow solutions of the next chapter, however,
they would be essential in the solution of viscous flows at
high Reynolds numbers.
The coordinate system plots were obtained by accessing
the NCAR System Plot Package through program GRAPH. Details






































































































4.0 APPLICATION TO NON-LIFTING POTENTIAL FLOW
4.1 Transformation and Numerical Solution of Euler Equations
The differential equation of motion for compressible,
viscous flow is the Navier-Stokes equation
While all real fluids possess viscosity and are compressible,
fluids often behave as though they were inviscid and
incompressible. Consequently, the study of the dynamics of
such an ideal fluid can yield considerable insight into the
behavior of the actual fluid. The analysis of ideal fluid
motion is of course much simpler than that of viscous flows
since there are no shear stresses present in the inviscid
flow. This reduces the equations of motion for potential flow
from (4.1) to the Euler equation
For two dimensional, steady-state flow, the two components of
the Euler equation are
2.0
Equations (4.3) are nondimensionalized with respect to a








For ease of notation the asterisks will be dropped from
the development below.
The appropriate derivative transformations are now
applied to these equations to transform them to the
rectangular computational plane
M
Equations (4.5) are then put into finite difference form and
all of the terms are placed on one side of the equations to a
form a set of "pseudo-functions".










In the numerical solution, these functions are evaluated and a
relaxation factor is applied to the resulting values.
Following this the modified values are subtracted from the
velocity components of the previous iteration to obtain
updated velocities. These are then substituted into the
Bernoulli equation to update the pressure- This procedure is
repeated until convergence is achieved. Note: See
subroutines OUTWARD and INWARD for details.
4.2 Determination of Boundary Conditions at Airfoil
The zero-lift velocity distribution on the airfoil is
determined by the source-panel method. In this method, the
body surface is replaced by m source panels of different
lengths, s ; , and uniform strengths, A : . The midpoints of the
panels constitute the "control
points"
at which the flow is
required to be tangent to the surface. Figure 7 shows a
sample panel distribution for an airfoil.
Kuethe and Chow [5] state that the velocity potential at
a control point, (xL-yL), on the airfoil is given by
rr\
1=1 <T
But for potential flow, there is no velocity component
perpendicular to the airfoil, so,
2.2
6 ? %?) = Control poLnt
A





panel fc bu panel S.
FIGURE, "t ' Sarr\p\e. Source, pane.1 distribution
C8 panels)
2.3
Substituting (4.7) into (4.8), and simplifying, gives
+ Z 4 J. ^uOnrLP dsj = -CO cospj. ft.,)
^ L.
The fact that the nondimensional freestream velocity,
V^, is equal to one has been used in (4.9).
o e
Equation (4.10) is formulated for the cases on 0 and 90
angles of attack, and the two sets of equations are solved to
yield two sets of source panel densities, ^al and \-L. The
tangential velocities at the control points of each panel are
then obtained as
VbL = 0)sin^+ _^ f |r.O^^p! *" > "
where Pb- = Pal + 90. The velocity distribution at any
arbitrary angle of attack,
<*
, may now be obtained by linear
combination as
Vol = COCV^cos* -r VbV.sin0 <H-i\)
Finally, the u and v-components




The complete formulation for implementing the source
panel method is given in Appendix D.
4.3 Numerical Results
Figures 8 through 22 show the velocity distribution and
pressure plots for the different flows investigated about the
NACA0012 and NACA4412 airfoils. All the flows were converged
to an accuracy of three correct decimal digits. The
attainable degree of accuracy was limited by the accuracy of
the coordinate grid (only accurate to three correct decimal
digits). For each flow case investigated, near field and
extended field velocity distribution plots, and a pressure
plot, are shown. The near field velocity distribution plots
clearly show the impact of the airfoil on the flow in its
proximity, as well as the location of the stagnation points on
the airfoil itself. The extended field plots show the
adjustment of the flow to the freestream conditions. The
pressure variations on the body and representative
eta- lines
in the mid-field and outer field are coalesced into a single
plot for each airfoil.
Figures 8 and 9 show the velocity distribution for the
NACA0012 airfoil at
0
angle of attack. The body streamline
shows the flow splitting at the nose, and subsequently,
rejoining at the tail.
The pressure plot, Figure 10. shows
that the pressure on the upper and lower surfaces
coincide as
expected. Figures 11 and 12 show the velocity distribution
for the same airfoil at a angle
of attack. The upward and
2.5
downward movements of the trailing edge and leading edge
stagnation points respectively are evident. It should be
noted that there is no Kutta condition enforced, and therefore
the trailing edge stagnation point does not have to occur at
the tail. The upper and lower surface pressures do not match
for this case, but it may be seen that the area under the two
curves sum to approximately zero as expected for a non-lifting
flow. Figures 14, 15 and 16 are the velocity and pressure
plots for the NACA0012 airfoil at angle of attack. The
plots are seen to be mirror images of those obtained at 16
angle of attack.
Figures 17 through 19 show the velocity and pressure
plots for the NACA4412 airfoil at
0
angle of attack. Since
this is an asymmetric airfoil, the stagnation points are
shifted from the nose and tail even at
0*
angle of attack.
Finally, Figures 20 through 23 show the plots for the same
airfoil at 16 angle of attack. Once again there is a marked
shifting of the stagnation points due to the introduction of
the angle of attack. Figure 22, as do the corresponding plots
for the other flow cases, shows the adjustment of the flow to
the freestream conditions.
The velocity distribution plots were obtained using
Ghosh's [10] program, EZVEC, to access the NCAR plot package.
The pressure plots were obtained through DISSPLA. Details of








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The numerical calculations in this study were performed
on a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX-11/782 computer system.
The coordinate grid and velocity distribution plots were made
with the NCAR System Plot Package. The pressure plots were
made with the DISSPLA plot package.
5.1 Computational Grid and Procedure
A schematic of the computational grid is shown in Figure
20. The computational nodes run from % = 2 to % = Imaxtl and
from >) 2 to >? =v)rr.ax 1=1 represents the airfoil and
^ = ^.fro* represents the outer boundary. Since central
differences are used in approximating derivatives, it is
imperative that there be grid points on either side of every
computational node in both the ^ and >) -directions .
The >l -direction does not cause any problems since no
computations are done on the airfoil or the outer boundary.
In the $ -direction, "% = 2 and %
= %mMlt^ represent the
re-entrant boundaries C3 and C4 respectively of Figures 2a and
2b. To evaluate derivatives in the ^-direction it is
necessary to create auxiliary
planes at ^=1 and % = %a*+z .
In order to set up these planes, we
observe that moving
from 1 = 2 to "%
= 1 is equivalent to moving from % = %^^ to
1 =1* Similarly, moving from f
= 1max+l to W^^is
equivalent to moving from
"f= 2 to f = 3.
4-2
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Consequently, the following relationships are used to set up
the planes
f(5 -D = f(f - fmox)
f(f - WJ
- f(^=3)
where f = x,y,u or v
The following steps are used in determining the flow
about an object
(1) use UVZERO, GAUSS, SCPIVOT to determine the velocity boundary
conditions and the midpoints of the source panels,
(2) use COORDINATE, AP , AQ to generate the body-fitted coordinate
system for the object,
(3) use FLOW, AERO, INWARD and OUTWARD to solve the non-lifting
potential flow problem.
Step (2) only has to be performed once for a particular object.
5.2 Body-Fitted Coordinates and Non-Lifting Potential Flow
Table 1 shows the coordinate contraction parameters used
to obtain the contracted coordinate systems in Chapter 3.
Table 2 contains a summary of the coordinate convergence data.
The convergence criterion for the airfoils was limited by the
accuracy of the body geometry data for the airfoils which were
only accurate to
three correct decimal digits. Table 3
contains a summary of the
potential flow convergence data.
The convergence criterion was limited by the accuracy of the
coordinate grids.
TABLE 1: COORDINATE CONTRACTION PARAMETERS
NACA0012 NACA4 412
(7) | (?)
AKP (AK) 0 2000
DKP (DK) 0 1
BLP (BL) 0 0
ELP (EL) 0 0
NP (N) 0 10
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study, non-lifting potential flow solutions were
obtained about NACA0012 and NACA4412 airfoils. The
source-panel method was used to determine the velocity
boundary conditions at the airfoils. Following this
body-fitted coordinate systems were generated, and used to
effect a coordinate transformation from the physical plane to
a rectangular computational plane. The Euler equation was
then numerically solved on this grid to obtain the flow
solutions.
As seen in Chapter five, a significant amount of computer
time is required to converge the contracted the contracted
coordinate systems. It should be emphasized though that ten
eta lines were used for attraction, and therefore, it is
expected that considerably more time will be needed to
converge the contracted grids. Furthermore, the coordinate
generation only has to be done once for a particular body,
after which, any number of flow solutions may be obtained
using the same grid.
The point SOR scheme used for the coordinate system
generation involved a linear combination of the Gauss-Seidel
and Jacobi solutions. Since the Stein-Rosenberg theorem
states that if both the Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi solutions
converge, then the
Gauss-Seidel method will converge faster,
it may appear
that applying the over-relaxation directly to
the Gauss-Seidel method will produce faster convergence.
While this is true for linear systems, it could cause problems
when dealing with quasi-linear systems such as the coupled
differential equations used for the grid generation.
Consequently, it may be necessary, in some cases, to
deliberately slow down the system to obtain convergence. In
addition to this it should be noted that an airfoil has a
sharp discontinuity at the tail which could cause difficulties
if convergence is sought too quickly- In view of these
factors the somewhat more conservative approach of introducing
the influence of the Jacobi solution is justified.
The non-lifting potential flow solutions obtained closely
matched the expected results. As was previously seen, the
rear stagnation point is shifted from the tail of the airfoil
0
in all cases excepting the symmetric airfoil at 0 angle of
attack. This behavior is expected since there is no Kutta
condition enforced. It was, of course, impossible to compare
the numerical values with experimental ones since the latter
are non-existent for ideal flows. However, the general flow
patterns resembled those shown in Kuethe and Chow's [5] work.
Further evidence that the software developed is
functioning correctly was seen by comparing
the velocity
o o
distributions for the NACA0012 airfoil at 16 and -16 angles of
attack. The plots are mirror
images of each other as would be
expected for a symmetric airfoil.
7 . 0 SCOPE FOR FURTHER WORK
There are several avenues for expanding the work done in
this study- One of them would be to enforce the Kutta
condition on the non-lifting flow so as to obtain lifting flow
solutions. This may be done by superimposing a suitable
vortex distribution on the source distribution previously
obtained. The mathematical procedure for doing this may be
found in Kuethe and Chow's [5] work.
Another possibility is to try and use the space-marching
scheme on the Navier-Stokes equation to obtain viscous flow
solutions. The mathematical formulation for this problem is
given in Appendix E. For the numerical solution of the
problem, it will be necessary to output the following
additional matricies from program COORDINATE
x*f ' x1"? ' XT)
yt? / yt, / y^
alpha, beta, gamma (Coefficients of diff. eqs.)
jcbn (Jacobian)
Finally, the near field values of the flow variables generated
in this study may be used in the
solution of inverse airfoil
problems.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATIVE TRANSFORMATIONS
This appendix contains a comprehensive set of derivative
transformations from the physical (x.y) plane to the
transformed {^ ,")) plane, together with their derivations. The
following function definition holds throughout this appendix
f (%(x,y ) ,w(xf y ) ) = a twice continuously dif f erentiable scalar
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In orrile.r to -further simplify
this expression . Lt is necessary to
dlevdop alternative expressions -Por eac-K of the. components or the
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hiote-. Equation (/Vf) js derived in a similar -fashion
A6
Equation CA-5^
v*x = X + X
'M
- C *T* '**,V*) +^ + *ftf
-
^xtx, x^ + x^)/^
kt o( = X^r fc^
Consequently .
v*f = C*f,, -ipf,,, + yf^)/r




APPENDIX B: FINITE DIFFERENCE EXPRESSIONS
This appendix contains a comprehensive set of second order,
central difference, finite difference expressions, together
with their derivations. The following definitions hold
throughout this appendix
f(TT) = a twice continuosly dif ferentiable scalar function,
and
i, j refer to ^ , v\ respectively.
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Equations (B-H and (8-3)
Partial Taylor series expansions in the ^-dLrection are.
T Higher Order Terms (B- *)
+ Higher Order "Terms
<f&-**)




Adding CB-*) and Cd-**), ar|d neglecting ttrmS above the second
order cjuves









"" ifiy. T ' i>-l,j.
&*)*
Mote : Equations B-2.) and C&-f) can be. derived by writing
partial Taylor series expansions Ln the n-dlrecfclon
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Mote : Equation CB-5") could also Have been derived by beginning
/uth CB-2) and fcben differentLa, fcing In
fcHe. ^-direction.wi
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APPENDIX C: MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION COORDINATE SYSTEM
GENERATION
The equations used to transform points from the physical
(x,y)-plane to the transformed (^ ,rj ) -plane are
1x* + W = PC%^
nxx + *ft
= qo7>j)
These equations may be rewritten as
(Cl)
Using equation (A. 5), we transform
the first equation in (Cl)
to
fex-apx^ + "yx^X-^) + Coc^'3-P^ +7^)^)J/^3=RC^
Cos)
Similarly, the second
equation in (Cl) is transformed into
All














Next, we add (C.2)x( ) and (C.3)x(y ) to get




The coupled system for generating the contracted coordinate
systems is
The generation of uncontracted coordinate systems is performed
as a special case of the above with P(^,yj) = Q(^,ry) = 0.
Ai
APPENDIX D: MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR NON-LIFTING
POTENTIAL FLOW APPLICATION
The x and y-components of the Euler equation are
Assuming that
(1) body forces are negligible
(2) two-dimensional flow
(3) steady flow
reduces the equations above to
r^LL\ _ P
CD-I)



















Next, the Bernoulli equation is nondimensionalized












But, Voo = 1 , SO,
P*= 0-5 [l- L^-Vx] (r>5)
Note: For ease of notation, the asterisk superscript will be
dropped in the rest of the development.











Transposing the terms on the right hand side of equations D.6
and D.7 to the left hand side, and writing the equations in









These equations are then programmed to solve the potential
flow problem.
Boundary conditions





The velocity boundary conditions at the airfoil are determined
using the source panel method. The velocity potential at a
control point (x^, y. ) is
0




*i + y hL f f On r,) as, =











) + (y. -
y^ ]
7l
Expanding the integral in the above expression, we have,
* Oi-*>r
But,
i*i - ^ = o
which reduces (D. ) to
* CxL-xp^+Ca-;.-^
This integral is then rearranged into the form
f b-CS,'*
d-s-,
This is a standard integral (see any table of integrals) whose
2.
form is dependent on the value of 4f






Va - ^,i + 2 ^I;^*^^
Once the correct form (may vary from panel to panel) is
determined, the system of equations (D.8 ) is then formulated
for the cases of
0
and 90 angles of attack. The two sets of
equations are then solved by Gauss Elimination to obtain the
source strengths. These are then substituted into the
equations below to obtain the corresponding velocities.
Vfu = *"K\ + 2 ^LJ. On rA)^
Note: The integrals in the above expressions are evaluated in
a similar fashion to the previous integrals.
Finally, the velocity at the desired angle of attack is
obtained from
U. ^ "V^ ( Va.i.cosc* +
Vbi.sino()"S 9
V = V C V.L cos* -r Vbusin<*) s'n &
The pressure distribution on the body is obtained by
substituting the above velocity
distribution into the
Bernoulli equation.
APPENDIX E.: MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR.
VISCOUS PLOVJ APPLICATIOM
Consider the x - cornponenr of the. NlaWar- Stoke* e^uation;
Assumlna that .
CO- Bcoltj -forces are. "eoliqible




reduces the actuation above, to
But J-TsO since the -flouj is incompressible ; So?
At?














Substituting these. expresses into thu. previous equation
gives

























Note, For convenience f notation 9
the. asterisk superscript
will be. dropped in the. rest: of
the ^ev/eiopme^t .
A%0
Next, w<L solve for P*? by ^ing jL {E-l} and E.zJ
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The- appropriate derivative tvansforr/iations
are. now
performed1
on elation s -1 to -3 to trans-form them
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Equation E-3















and then solved -for the, i-,).
t*-*"5- ,s
procedure- is straightforward ?
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problem . The Sop.
technique would be
suitable -to use -for
the given form of the eolations.
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APPENDIX F: BODY GEOMETRY DATA FOR NACA0012 AND NACA4 412
AIRFOILS
The basic body geometry data was obtained from Abbott
[12]. Linear interpolation was then used to generate
sufficient points to obtain a smooth body contour. Points
were concentrated in the vicinity of the nose and tail since
the highest gradients are expected in these regions.
The points given on the next two pages represent the




















































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX G: LISTING OF PROGRAMS
This appendix contains the software developed in this study.
The programs are listed categorically below


















Each program contains a






C PROGRAM NAME: UVZERO
C
C PROGRAMMER : SIVARAJ KAILASAPATHY
C
C DATE WRITTEN: 09 - 05 - 87
C
C DESCRIPTION : THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ZERO LIFT VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
C ON THE BODY CONTOUR OF AN OBJECT USING THE SOURCE PANEL
C METHOD. THE BODY COORDINATE DATA IS INPUT ALONG WITH THE
C ANGLE OF ATTACK BEING CONSIDERED. THE INPUT COORDINATES
C REPRESENT THE END POINTS OF THE PANELS. THE PROGRAM
C DETERMINES THE MIDPOINTS OF THESE COORDINATE POINTS AND
C OUTPUTS THEM FOR USE IN GENERATING THE BODY-FITTED
C COORDINATE SYSTEM. THE CORRESPONDING VELOCITY FOR THESE
C POINTS IS CALCULATED AND OUTPUT.
C
Q *************************************************************************
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
C *************************************************************************
C
C ALAMDA - SOURCE STRENGTHS AT 0 DEGREE ANGLE OF ATTACK
C b, C - COEFFICIENTS OF S IN NUMERATOR OF INTEGRAL
C e, f
- COEFFICIENTS OF S IN DENOMINATOR OF INTEGRAL
C BLAMDA - SOURCE STRENGTHS FOR 90 ANGLE OF ATTACK
C BetaA - ANGLE BETWEEN NORMAL OF PANEL AND FREESTREAM VELOCITY AT
C 0 DEGREE ANGLE OF ATTACK
C BetaB - ANGLE BETWEEN NORMAL OF PANEL AND FREESTREAM VELOCITY AT
C 90 DEGREE ANGLE OF ATTACK
C coeff - COEFFICIENT MATRIX
C DECIDE - VARIABLE USED TO DETERMINE CORRECT FORM OF INTEGRAL TO BE USED
C dfdn - PARTIAL OF f (f = x OR y) WITH RESPECT TO NORMAL OF PANEL
C FACTOR - SQUARE ROOT OF 4.*f-e**2
C ICOL - WORK MATRIX FOR SCPIVOT.FOR
C I PANEL - NUMBER OF PANELS
C POINT - NUMBER OF PANEL END POINTS (POINT = IPANEL + 1)
C SINTEG - VALUE OF SOURCE INTEGRAL
C STORE - STORE FOR COEFFICIENT MATRIX
C SUCESS - LOGICAL FLAG INDICATING IF GAUSS ELIMINATION WAS SUCCESSFUL
C THETA - ANGLE BETWEEN POSITIVE DIRECTION OF X-AXIS AND A PANEL
C VINTEG - VALUE OF VELOCITY INTEGRAL
C XSLOPE - SLOPE OF X VARIANCE OF PANELS













PARAMETER ( POINT=8 5 , IPANEL=84 , PI-3
. 142 )
REAL*4 coeff (IPANEL, IPANEL), Store (IPANEL, IPANEL) ,
+ X(POINT) ,Y(POINT)
,XMID(IPANEL) , YMID( IPANEL ) ,
+ XSLOPE (IPANEL),
YSLOPE (IPANEL),






+ rhsA( IPANEL) ,rhsB( IPANEL),
+ ALAMDA ( I PANEL ) , BLAMDA ( I PANEL )
+ U( IPANEL ),V( IPANEL),
+ a (IPANEL)







READ ( 4 , * ) ALPHA





C Determining the midpoints, x & y-slopes, and lengths of the panels.
C Also, the x & y-partials with respect to the panels are established
C for 0 and 90 degree angles of attack.




THETA = ATAN( ( Y( 1+1 ) -Y( I ) )/( X( 1+1 ) -X( I ) ) )
IF(Y(I) .LE. 0.0) THETA = THETA + PI
IF(Y(I) .GT. 0.0 .AND. Y(I) .GT. Y(I+1))THEN
THETA = THETA + TWOPI
END IF
ELSE
IF(Y(I+1) .GT. Y(I))THETA = HPI
IF(Y(I+1) .LT. Y(I))THETA = THPI
END IF
XSLOPE(I) = COS (THETA)
YSLOPE(I) = SIN( THETA)
BetaA = THETA + HPI
dxdn(l) = COS (BetaA)
dydn(I) = SIN(BetaA)
BetaB = BetaA - HPI
dxds(I) = COS (BetaB)
dyds(I) = SIN(BetaB)




C Setting up the coefficient matricies for solution of the source strengths
C at 0 and 90 degree angles of attack.
DO 300 I = 1, IPANEL
DO 300 J = 1, IPANEL
IF(I .EQ. J)THEN
coeff(I,J) = 0.5
stored, J) = 0.5
ELSE
DIFFX = XMID(I) - X(J)
DIFFY = YMID(I) - Y( J)
b = DIFFX*dxdn(I)+DIFFY*dydn(I)
A:il\
c = XSLOPE( J)*dxdn( I )+YSLOPE( J)*dydn(I )
e = 2.*(DIFFX*XSL0PE( J )+DIFFY*YSLOPE( J) )
f = DIFFX**2 + DIFFY**2
DECIDE = 4.*f - e**2
FACTOR = SQRT(ABS(DECIDE) )
IF(DECIDE .GT. 0.0)THEN
SINTEG - (-C/2. )*(ALOG(ABS(a(J)**2-e*a(J)+f ) )-ALOG(
+ ABS(f ) ) )+( ( 2. *b-c*e) /FACTOR) *(ATAN( (2.*a( J)
+




= ( c*e-2 . *b)/( 2 . *a( j )-e ) + (c*e-2.*b)/e
+
-c*(alog(abs(2.*a( j)-e) ) - alog( abs(-e ) ) )
else
SINTEG = (-c/2. )*(ALOG(ABS(a( J)**2-e*a( J)+f ) )
+
-ALOG(ABS(f ) ) )+( (2.*b-c*e)/(2.*FACTOR) )*(
+ ALOG(ABS( (FACTOR+2.*a( J )-e )/( FACTOR-2 . *a( J)+e










C Preparing the right-hand side column vector for use in Gauss Elimination.






C Determining the source strengths at 0 and 90 degree angles of attack by
C Gauss Elimination.
CALL GAUSS ( IPANEL , 1 , IPANEL , 1 , store , rhsA,ALAMDA, SUCESS , ICOL )
CALL GAUSS ( IPANEL , 1 , IPANEL , 1 , coef f , rhsB , BLAMDA, SUCESS , ICOL )
C
C
C Redefining the ALAMDA and BLAMDA matricies.
DO 400 I = 1, IPANEL





C Determining the U and V-components of velocity
on the body of the object.
DO 500 I = 1, IPANEL
SUMA =0.0
SUMB =0.0
DO 600 J = 1, IPANEL










2 . * ( DIFFX*XSLOPE( J
)+DIFFY*YSLOPE ( J ) )







DECIDE - 4.*f - e**2
FACTOR SQRT (ABS( DECIDE ) )
IF(DECIDE .GT. 0.0)THEN
VINTEG = (-C/2. )*(ALOG(ABS(a( J)**2-e*a( J)+f ) )-ALOG(
ABS(f ) ) )+( ( 2. *b-c*e) /FACTOR) *(ATAN( (2.*a( J)








ide .eq. 0 . 0 ) then
teg = (c*e-2.*b)/(2.*a( j )-e) + ( c*e-2 . *bA)/e
-c*(alog(abs(2.*a( j )-e) ) - alog( abs( -e ) ) )
= (-c/2. )*(ALOG(ABS(a( J)**2-e*a( J)+f ) )
-ALOG(ABS( f ) ) )+( (2.*b-c*e)/(2.*FACTOR) )*(ALOG
(ABS( (FACT0R+2.*a( J ) -e )/( FACTOR-2 . *a ( J)+e) ) )
-ALOG(ABS( (FACTOR-e)/(FACTOR+e) ) ) )
600
ALAMDA( J ) *VINTEG
BLAMDA ( J)*VINTEG
500
SUMA = SUMA +
SUMB = SUMB +
END IF
CONTINUE
VA = dydn ( I ) + SUMA
VB = dyds(I) + SUMB
VTNGNT = VA*COSD( ALPHA)














































































12 - 18 - 86
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES AN (n x n) SYSTEM OF
EQUATIONS USING A MODIFIED FORM OF GAUSS
ELIMINATION. INSTEAD OF REDUCING THE COEFFICIENT
MATRIX, A, TO UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM, THE METHOD
USED HERE ONLY PERFORMS ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ON
THE DIAGONAL AND UPPER TRIANGLE ELEMENTS. THE
LOWER TRIANGLE ELEMENTS ARE IGNORED SINCE THEY
ARE NOT REQUIRED TO SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN x-ARRAY .
(NOTE: ANY MANIPULATIONS PERFORMED ON THE LOWER




A - COEFFICENT MATRIX
b - R.H.S. OF EQUATIONS
icol - ARRAY CONTAINING CURRENT ORDER OF COLUMN NUMBERS
IPLUS - I + 1
KPLUS - K + 1
L - # OF R.H.S. VALUES FOR EACH EQUATION
maxL - MAXIMUM # OF R.H.S. VALUES FOR EACH EQUATION
maxn - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EQUATIONS (ALSO EQUAL TO MAXIMUM # OF
UNKNOWNS )
n - # OF EQUATIONS (ALSO EQUAL TO # OF UNKNOWNS)
SORTED - INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT THE x-ARRAY HAS BEEN UNSCRAMBLED
SUM - WORK VARIABLE
TEMPi - TEMPORARY LOCATION FOR icol VALUES
TEMPx - TEMPORARY LOCATION FOR x values






SUBROUTINE GAUSS ( maxn , maxL , n , L ,A, b , x , SUCESS , icol )
REAL*4 A(maxn,maxn) ,b( maxn ,maxL ) ,x(maxn,maxL) ,m
INTEGER icol ( maxn ) , LAST
LOGICAL*2 SUCESS
Manipulating the diagonal
and upper triangular elements only.
f~./ J-
DC 100 K = l,n-l
K.FLUS = K + 1
CALL SCPIVOT ( maxn,maxL,n,L, A, b,K, icol, SUCESS)
IF (SUCESS .EQ.
.FALSE.) THEN
WRITE(6,*) 'GAUSS: NO UNIQUE SOLUTION EXISTS.'
RETURN
END IF
DO 100 I = KPLUS,n
m = A(I,K)/A(K,K)
DO 200 J = KPLUS,n
A(I, J) = A(I,J) - m*A(K, J)
200 CONTINUE
DO 300 J = 1,L






DO 400 I = n,l,-l
DO 400 J = 1,L
SUM =0.0
DO 500 K = I+l,n
SUM = SUM + A(I,K)*x(K,J)
500 CONTINUE




C Unscrambling the x-array.
SORTED =0.0
LAST = n
DO WHILE ( (SORTED . NE . 1.0) .AND. (LAST . GE . 2))
SORTED =1.0
DO 6 00 I = 1,LAST-1
IPLUS =1+1




icol (IPLUS) = TEMPi
DO 700 J = 1,L
TEMPx = x(I,J)
x(I, J) = x( IPLUS, J)















C PROGRAM NAME : SCPIVOT
C
C PROGRAMMER : SIVARAJ KAILASAPATHY
C
C DATE WRITTEN : 12 - 18 - 86
C
C DESCRIPTION : THIS SUBROUTINE SCALES ONE ROW OF A MATRIX, AND
C THEN PERFORMS MAXIMAL COLUMN PIVOTING ON IT, IF
C NECESSARY.
C
Q *********************************************** * * *****************
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
Q ******************************************************************
c
C A - COEFFICIENT MATRIX
C b - R.H.S. OF EQUATIONS
C icol - ARRAY CONTAINING CURRENT ORDER OF COLUMN NUMBERS
C iSWITCH - TEMPORARY LOCATION FOR COLUMN NUMBER
C JMAX - COLUMN CONTAINING THE LARGEST ELEMENT IN THE ROW
C K - ROW BEING OPERATED ON
CL - # OF R.H.S. VALUES FOR EACH EQUATION
C maxL - MAXIMUM # OF R.H.S. VALUES FOR EACH EQUATION
C maxn - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EQUATIONS
C n - # OF EQUATIONS
C SCALE - SCALE FACTOR













SUBROUTINE SCPIVOT ( maxn , maxL ,n,L,A,b,K,icol, SUCESS )
C
C






















IF(A(K,JMAX) .EQ. 0 . 0 ) THEN
SUCESS = .FALSE.




DO 300 J = K,n
A(K,J) = A(K,J)/SCALE
300 CONTINUE






IF (JMAX .NE. K)THEN
DO 500 I = l,n
SWITCH = A(I,K)
A(I,K) = A(I, JMAX)
A (I, JMAX) = SWITCH
500 CONTINUE













































12 - 26 - 86
THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR GENERATING A BODY-FITTED
COORDINATE SYSTEM ABOUT AN ARBITRARY BODY. THE COORDINATE
SYSTEM IS GENERATED BY NUMERICALLY SOLVING AN ELLIPTIC
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM BY THE SUCESSIVE OVER-RELAXATION
METHOD. THE PROGRAM HAS LINE AND POINT CONTRACTION
CAPABILITIES. THE PROGRAM IS USED TO READ IN THE NECESSARY
DATA, SET UP THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND INITIALIZE THE
X AND Y-COORDINATE MATRICIES. THE CONVERGED GRID POINT
DATA TOGETHER WITH THE FIRST SPATIAL DERIVATIVES ARE
OUTPUT FOR SOLUTION OF A POTENTIAL FLOW PROBLEM. IF A
VISCOUS FLOW PROBLEM IS TO BE SOLVED SECOND DERIVATIVE




C ALPHA - VARIABLE COEFFICIENT IN LAPLACE'S EQUATION
C BETA - VARIABLE COEFFICIENT IN LAPLACE'S EQUATION
*CONVERGE- LOGICAL FLAG INDICATING IF THE CONVERGENCE CRITERIA HAS
* BEEN MET
COUNT - ITERATION NUMBER
DELU - GRID SPACING IN THE U-DIRECTION
DELV - GRID SPACING IN THE V-DIRECTION
EPSI - CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
GAMMA - VARIABLE COEFFICIENT IN LAPLACE'S EQUATION
R - RADIUS OF OUTER BOUNDARY CIRCLE
THETA - ANGLE SWEPT OUT BY RADIUS, R
UMAX - MAXIMUM U-VALUE
VMAX - MAXIMUM V-VALUE
XERROR - MAXIMUM ERROR IN THE X ARRAY
XIE - I-COORDINATE OF MAXIMUM ERROR LOCATION IN
THE X-ARRAY
XJCOBI - X-COORDINATE ARRAY USED IN DETERMINING THE
GAUSS-
JACOBI SOLUTION
XJE _ j-COORDINATE OF MAXIMUM ERROR
LOCATION IN THE Y-ARRAY
X - UPDATED X-COORDINATE ARRAY
USED IN DETERMINING THE
GAUSS-SEIDEL SOLUTIONS
XOLD - X-COORDINATE ARRAY FROM
PREVIOUS STEP
YERROR - MAXIMUM ERROR IN THE Y
MATRIX
YIE - I-COORDINATE OF MAXIMUM
ERROR LOCATION IN THE Y-ARRAY
YJCOBI - Y-COORDINATE ARRAY USED IN
DETERMINING THE GAUSS-
JACOBI SOLUTION
YJE - J-COORDINATE OF
MAXIMUM ERROR LOCATION IN THE Y-ARRAY
Y - UPDATED
Y-COORDINATE ARRAY USED IN DETERMINING THE
GAUSS-SEIDEL SOLUTIONS
YOLD - Y-COORDINATE









































C Declarations and Initializations
PARAMETER (ZMAX=8 0,EMAX=80,PI= 3. 141 5926 5)
REAL* 4 XOLD(ZMAX+2,EMAX) , YOLD( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) , X( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) ,
+ Y( ZMAX+2, EMAX) , XJCOBI ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) , YJCOBI ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) ,
+ ALPHA (ZMAX+2, EMAX) , BETA ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) , GAMMA ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) ,
+ XZ (ZMAX+2, EMAX ) ,XE( ZMAX+2, EMAX) ,
+ YZ (ZMAX+2, EMAX ), YE (ZMAX+2, EMAX) ,
+ DEN (ZMAX+2, EMAX ) ,DOLD( ZMAX+2, EMAX) ,







ZPLUS1 = ZMAX + 1
ZPLUS2 = ZMAX + 2
ZMNUS1 = ZMAX - 1




C Reading in the problem characteristics.
READ ( 5 , * ) h
READ(5,*) EPSI,KMAX






C Reading in airfoil data as
inner boundary condition.




C Assigning values for
the outer boundary condition as a circle of radius, R.
Cl = 2.*PI/ZMNUS1
DO 200 I = 2,ZPLUS1







C Initial guess for
interior points using interpolation.









X(I,J) = X(I,1) + JMNUS1*DELX




C Printing out the initial X and Y arrays.
WRITE (6,*) 'INITIAL X-ARRAY'
CALL RESULT (ZMAX, EMAX, X)
WRITE (6,*) 'INITIAL Y-ARRAY'
CALL RESULT (ZMAX, EMAX, Y)
C
C
C Output for plotting initial coordinate grid.
DO 350 I = 2,ZPLUS1









C5 = 1 - w
C
C
C Starting the iterations.
DO WHILE(.NOT. CONVERGE .AND. COUNT .LE. KMAX)
C
C
C Updating the X and Y matricies.
DO 600 I = 2,ZPLUS1
DO 600 J = 2,EMNUS1
XOLD(I,J) = X(I,J)




C Assigning values to the 2 auxilliary planes immediately outside the
C re-entrant boundary.
DO 7 00 J = 1,EMAX
X(1,J) = X(ZMAX,J)
X(ZPLUS2, J) = X(3,J)





C Evaluating the coefficient
matricies.
DO 800 J = 2,EMNUS1

























C Storing the DEN matrix for use if the DEN(I,J) = 0.0 at any point
C in the next iteration.
DO 8 50 J = 2,EMNUS1





C Calculations for Jacobi Method.
DO 900 J = 2,EMNUS1
DO 900 I = 2,ZPLUS1
XJCOBI(I,J)=(ALPHA(I,J)*(X(I+l,J)+X(I-l,J) ) -BETA( I , J ) *0 . 5
+ *(X(I+1,J+1)-X(I+1,J-1)-X(I-1,J+1)+X(I-1,J-1) )
+ +GAMMA(I,J)*(X(I,J+1)+X(I,J-1) ) )/den(i, j)
+ +( jcbn(i, j )/den(i, j ) )*(xz( i, j ) *ap( i , j ,akp,dkp,
+ blp,elp,np,mp)+xe( i , j ) *aq( i , j ,ak,dk,bl , el ,n,m) )
+ *jcbn(i,j)
C
YJCOBI(I,J)=(ALPHA(I,J)*(Y(I+l,J)+Y(I-l,J) ) -BETA( I , J ) *0 . 5
+ *(Y(I+1,J+1)-Y(I+1, J-1)-Y(I-1,J+1)+Y(I-1,J-1) )
+ +GAMMA(I, J)*(Y(I, J+l)+Y( I, J-l ) ) )/den(i, j )
+ +( jcbn( i, j )/den( i,j))*(yz(i,j)*ap(i,j ,akp,dkp,





C Calculations for Gauss-Seidel method.
DO 1000 J = 2,EMNUS1
DO 1000 I = 2,ZPLUS1
X(I,J) = (ALPHA( I, J)*(X( 1+1, J)+X(I-1, J) )-BETA(I, J)*0.5
+ *(X(I+1, J+1)-X(I+1, J-1)-X(I-1, J+1)+X(I-1, J-l) )
+ +GAMMA(I,J)*(X(I,J+1)+X(I,J-1) ) )/den(i, j )
+ +( jcbn( i , j )/den( i,j))*(xz(i,j)*ap(i,j ,akp,dkp,
+ blp,elp,np,mp)+xe( i , j ) *aq( i , j , ak , dk , bl , el ,n,m) )
+ *jcbn(i,j)
C
Y(I, J) = (ALPHA(I,J)*(Y(I+1,J)+Y(I-1,J) ) -BETA( I , J ) *0 . 5
+ *(Y(I+1,J+1)-Y(I+1,J-1)-Y(I-1,J+1)+Y(I-1,J-1) )
+ +GAMMA(I,J)*(Y(I,J+1)+Y(I,J-1) ) )/den(i, j)
+ +( jcbn(i, j )/den(i, j) )*(yz(i, j )*ap(i, j ,akp,dkp,






and Gauss-Seidel solutions to obtain the SOR
C solution.
DO 1100 J = 2,EMNUS1
DO 1100 I = 2,ZPLUS1
X(I,J) = w*X(I,J) + C5*XJCOBI(I,J)






C Calculations for the iterations = COUNT are over.
COUNT = COUNT + 1.0
C
C
C Determining the location of the maximum errors in the x and y-arrays.




C Output of intermediate results.
IF((COUNT .LE. 3) .OR. ( MOD( COUNT, 100 . 0 ) . EQ . 0.0))THEN








CALL RESULT (ZMAX, EMAX, X)
WRITE (6,*)
'Y-ARRAY'
CALL RESULT (ZMAX, EMAX, Y)
WRITE (6,*)
' '










WRITE(6,*) 'Maximum xerror =', XERROR
WRITE (6,*)
' '

















C Output for plotting converged grid.
do 1150 i = 2,zplusl
do 1150 j = l,emax




C Calculating the first derivatives in the zeta
direction on the airfoil.
do 1200 j = l,emnusl
do 1210 i = 3 , zmax
xz(i,j)
= (x(i+l, j)-x(i-l, j) )/2.
yz(i,j)





= (-y(4, j)+4.*y(3, j)-3.*y(2, j) )/2.
xz(zplusl,j)
= (3.*x(zplusl, j )-4.*x(zmax, j )+x( zmax-1 , j) )/2.
yz(zplusl,j)
= (3.*y(zplusl, j )-4 . *y ( zmax, j)+y(zmax-l, j) )/2.
1200 continue
do 1220 j = 2,emnusl
do 1220 i = 2,zplusl
xe(i,j)
= (x(i, j+l)-x(i, j-l) )/2.
ye(i,j)
= (yd, j+D-yd, j-U >/2.
1220 continue
c DO 1200 I
= 2,ZPLUS1
c XZ(I,D


































9,*) ( (XZ(I,J) ,J=1,EMNUS1),I=2,ZPLUS1)
9,*) ( (XE(I,J) ,J=2,EMNUS1),I=2,ZPLUS1)
( (YZ(I,J) ,J=1,EMNUS1) ,I=2,ZPLUS1)















'RELAXATION PARAMETER = ',w
'EPSILON VALUE =',EPSI
'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED =
'
, KMAX






C PROGRAM NAME: AP
C
C PROGRAMMER : SIVARAJ KAILASAPATHY
C
C DATE WRITTEN: 08 - 19 - 87
C
C DESCRIPTION : THIS FUNCTION SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE FUNCTION, P,
C USED IN GENERATING THE BODY FITTED COORDINATE SYSTEM
C BY SOLVING POISSON'S EQUATION.
C
Q **********************************************************************
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
Q **********************************************************************
C
























C PROGRAM NAME: AQ
C
C PROGRAMMER : SIVARAJ KAILASAPATHY
C
C DATE WRITTEN: 08 - 19 - 87
C
C DESCRIPTION : THIS FUNCTION SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE FUNCTION, Q,
C USED IN GENERATING THE BODY FITTED COORDINATE SYSTEM
C BY SOLVING POISSON'S EQUATION.
C
Q ***********************************************************************
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
Q *** * *** ****************************************************************
C
















DO 100 K = 1,N
IF (J .NE. K)THEN
VALUE = J - K
ABSLTE = ABS( VALUE)
TERM = -AK*(VALUE/ABSLTE)*EXP(-DK*ABSLTE)








01 - 04 - 87
THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR SOLVING THE POTENTIAL
FLOW PROBLEM. IT IS USED TO INPUT ALL THE NECESSARY
DATA, SET UP THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, INITIALIZE



















C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
Q *********************************************************************
c
C EMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ETA LINES
C EMNUS1 - EMAX-1
C f - A GENERAL FUNCTION (REPRESENTS P, U, V, X, Y)
C fE - FIRST DERIVATIVE IN THE ETA DIRECTION
C fZ - FIRST DERIVATIVE IN THE ZI DIRECTION
C K - ITERATION NUMBER
C KMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
C P - PRESSURE MATRIX
C U - U-COMPONENT OF VELOCITY
C UOLD - OLD VALUE OF U-ARRAY (FROM THE LAST ITERATION)
C V - V-COMPONENT OF VELOCITY
C VOLD - OLD VALUE OF V-ARRAY (FROM THE LAST ITERATION)
C X - CONVERGED X-COORDINATE ARRAY OF BODY-FITTED COORDINATE
C SYSTEM
C Y - CONVERGED Y-COORDINATE ARRAY FROM BODY-FITTED
COORDINATE
C SYSTEM
C ZMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ZI LINES
C ZPLUS1 - ZMAX+1













PARAMETER ( ZMAX=8 4 ,EMAX=8 4 )
REAL* 4 XZ ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) , XE ( ZMAX+2 ,
EMAX ) ,
YZ ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) , YE ( ZMAX+2 ,
EMAX ) ,
U( ZMAX+2, EMAX) ,V(
ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) , P ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) ,
UOLD (ZMAX+2, EMAX) , VOLD ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) ,
PZ ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) , PE (
ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) ,
X( ZMAX+2, EMAX) , Y(
















ZPLUS1 = ZMAX + 1
ZPLUS2 = ZMAX + 2
EMNUS1 = EMAX - 1
Data from COORDINATE. FOR (for definitions of XZ
,
under f, fz and fE in Description of Variables)
DO 100 I - 2,ZPLUS1
DO 100 J = 1,EMAX
READ(3,*) X(I,J) ,Y(I,J)







READ ( 4 , * )
READ ( 4 , * )
READ ( 4 , * )
( (XZ(I,J) , J=1,EMNUS1) ,I=2,ZPLUS1)
( (XE(I,J) ,J=2,EMNUS1) ,I=2,ZPLUS1)
( (YZ(I,J) ,J=1,EMNUS1),I=2,ZPLUS1)




Setting the velocity and pressure B.C.s at the airfoil






Setting the velocity and pressure B.C.s at the outer boundary.
DO 300 I = 2,ZPLUS1
U(I,EMAX) = COSD( ALPHA)
V(I,EMAX) = SIND(ALPHA)




C Initial guess of U,V and P for interior points using interpolation,
DO 400 I = 2,ZPLUS1
DELU = (U( I,EMAX)-U(I,1) )/EMNUSl
DELV = (V(I,EMAX)-V(I,1) )/EMNUSl
DELP = (P( I,EMAX)-P(I,1) )/EMNUSl
















DO 500 I = 2,ZPLUS1
DO 500 J = 1,EMAX
WRITE(20,*) U(I,J) .V(I,J)
500 CONTINUE
CALL PRESSURE ( ZPLUS2 , EMAX, ZPLUSl , X, P )
C
C
C Output of initial U, V and P arrays
WRITE(6,*) 'INITIAL
U-ARRAY'
CALL RESULT ( ZMAX, EMAX, U)
WRITE(6,1) 'INITIAL
V-ARRAY'
CALL RESULT ( ZMAX, EMAX,V)
A!+-.
WRITE (6,1) 'INITIAL P-ARRAY'






C Solving the potential flow problem.
CALL AERO ( ZMAX , EMAX , ZPLUSl , ZPLUS2 , EMNUS1 , KMAX , EPSABS , XZ , XE ,
+ YZ , YE , U , V , P , UOLD , VOLD , PZ , PE , X , Y , CONVERGE , K , W )
C
C
C Output of final results.
I F ( . NOT . CONVERGE ) THEN
WRITE (6,*) 'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS HAS BEEN EXCEEDED.
ELSE
WRITE (6,*) 'FLOW OVER NACA AIRFOIL'
WRITE(6,*)
' '
WRITE (6,*) 'DISTANCE BETWEEN GRID POINTS =',H




WRITE(6,*) 'NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR CONVERGENCE =',K


































































02 - 03 - 87
THIS SUBROUTINE COORDINATES THE SOLUTION OF THE
POTENTIAL FLOW PROBLEM. IT CALLS THE SUBROUTINES
THAT PERFORM THE INWARD AND OUTWARD CALCULATION
SWEEPS, AND THE SUBROUTINE THAT CHECKS IF THE
CONVERGENCE CRITERIA HAS BEEN SATISFIED. INTERMEDIATE




EMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ETA LINES
EMNUS1 - EMAX-1
EPSABS - ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE CRITERION
f - A GENERAL FUNCTION (REPRESENTS P, U, V, X, Y)
fE - FIRST DERIVATIVE IN THE ETA DIRECTION
fZ - FIRST DERIVATIVE IN THE ZETA DIRECTION
K - ITERATION NUMBER
KMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
P - PRESSURE MATRIX
U - U-COMPONENT OF VELOCITY
UOLD - OLD VALUE OF U-ARRAY (FROM THE LAST ITERATION)
V - V-COMPONENT OF VELOCITY
VOLD - OLD VALUE OF V-ARRAY (FROM THE LAST ITERATION)











SUBROUTINE AERO ( ZMAX , EMAX , ZPLUSl , ZPLUS2 , EMNUS1 , KMAX , EPSABS ,
+ XZ , XE , YZ , YE , U , V , P , UOLD , VOLD , PZ , PE , X , Y ,
+ CONVERGE, K,W)
Declarations and initializations.
REAL* 4 XZ(ZPLUS2,EMAX) , XE ( ZPLUS2 , EMAX ) ,
+ YZ ( ZPLUS2, EMAX ), YE (ZPLUS2, EMAX) ,
+ U(ZPLUS2,EMAX) , V( ZPLUS2 , EMAX) ,
P ( ZPLUS2 , EMAX ) ,
+ UOLD ( ZPLUS2 , EMAX ) , VOLD ( ZPLUS2 , EMAX ) ,
+ PZ (ZPLUS2, EMAX ) ,PE(ZPLUS2, EMAX) ,
AH>







C Starting the iterations.
K = 1
DO WHILE(.NOT. CONVERGE .AND. K . LE . KMAX)
DO 100 I = 2,ZPLUS1
DO 100 J = 2,EMNUS1
UOLD(I,J) = U(I,J)




C Accelerating convergence by step decreases of the w-parameter. Exact
C step sizes used are problem dependent.
if(w .gt. 0.015 .and. mod(k,50) .eq. 0.0)then
w = w - 0.01
end if
if(w .le. 0.015 .and. mod(k,20) .eq. 0.0)then




C Doing the outward sweep.
DO 200 J = 1,EMAX
U(1,J) = U(ZMAX,J)
V(1,J) = V(ZMAX,J)
U(ZPLUS2, J) = U( 3, J)
V(ZPLUS2,J) = V(3,J)
2 00 CONTINUE




C Doing the inward sweep.










C Checking for convergence.




C Output of intermediate
results.
IF(K .LE. 3 .OR. MOD(K,50) .EQ. 0 . 0 )
THEN









CALL RESULT ( ZMAX, EMAX, U)
WRITE (6,*) 'V-ARRAY'































K = K + 1
END DO
.
DO 400 I = 2,ZPLUS1
DO 400 J = 1,EMAX
WRITE(21,*) U( I , J) ,V(I, J)
WRITE(22,*) P(I,J)
CONTINUE





02 - 21 - 87
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO PERFORM THE OUTWARD
CALCULATION SWEEP FOR THE NON-LIFTING POTENTIAL
FLOW PROBLEM.















C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
Q **********************************************************************
C
C EMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ETA LINES
C EMNUS1 - EMAX-1
C f - A GENERAL FUNCTION (REPRESENTS P, U, V, X, Y)
C fE - FIRST DERIVATIVE IN THE ETA DIRECTION
C fZ - FIRST DERIVATIVE IN THE ZI DIRECTION
C P - PRESSURE MATRIX
C U - U-COMPONENT OF VELOCITY
C UOLD - OLD VALUE OF U-ARRAY (FROM THE LAST ITERATE)
C V - V-COMPONENT OF VELOCITY
C VOLD - OLD VALUE OF V-ARRAY (FROM THE LAST ITERATE)
C ZMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ZI LINES
C ZPLUS1 - ZMAX+1

















C Declarations and initializations.
REAL*4 U(ZPLUS2,EMAX) , V( ZPLUS2 , EMAX ) , P ( ZPLUS2 , EMAX ) ,
+ XZ ( ZPLUS2, EMAX ) ,XE(ZPLUS2, EMAX),
+ YZ ( ZPLUS2, EMAX ), YE (ZPLUS2, EMAX) ,
+ PZ (ZPLUS2, EMAX ) ,PE(ZPLUS2, EMAX)
C
C
C Calculating the pressure
derivatives.
DO 100 J = 2, EMNUSl







C Calculating the U &
V-components of velocity.
DO 200 J = 2, EMNUSl
JPLUS1 = J + 1
JMNUS1 = J - 1
























- V(I, JMNUS1) )/2,
U(I,J)*(YE(I,J) *UZ-YZ ( I , J ) *UE )
+V( I , J ) * ( XZ ( I , J ) *UE-XE ( I , J ) *UZ )





YE ( I , J ) *VZ-YZ ( I , J ) *VE )
' ( XZ ( I , J ) *VE-XE ( I , J ) *VZ )





U(I, J) - W*USTAR
V( I, J) - W*VSTAR
C
C
C Updating the pressure matirx using the Bernoulli equation.
DO 300 J = 2, EMNUSl
DO 300 I = 2,ZPLUS1









02 - 21 - 87
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO PERFORM THE INWARD

















C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
Q **********************************************************************
C
C EMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ETA LINES
C EMNUSl - EMAX-1
C f - A GENERAL FUNCTION (REPRESENTS P, U, V, X, Y)
C fE - FIRST DERIVATIVE IN THE ETA DIRECTION
C fZ - FIRST DERIVATIVE IN THE ZI DIRECTION
C P - PRESSURE MATRIX
C U - U-COMPONENT OF VELOCITY
C UOLD - OLD VALUE OF U-ARRAY (FROM THE LAST ITERATE)
C V - V-COMPONENT OF VELOCITY
C VOLD - OLD VALUE OF V-ARRAY (FROM THE LAST ITERATE)
C ZMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ZI LINES
C ZPLUS1 - ZMAX+1















C Declarations and initializations.
REAL*4 U(ZPLUS2,EMAX) , V( ZPLUS2 , EMAX) , P ( ZPLUS 2 , EMAX ) ,
+ XZ (ZPLUS2, EMAX ) ,XE(ZPLUS2, EMAX) ,
+ YZ ( ZPLUS2, EMAX ), YE (ZPLUS2, EMAX) ,
+ PZ (ZPLUS2, EMAX ) ,PE(ZPLUS2, EMAX)
C
C
C Calculating the pressure
derivatives.
DO 100 J = EMNUSl, 2,-1










DO 200 J = EMNUSl, 2,-1
JPLUS1 = J + 1
JMNUS1 = J - 1









V( IMNUS1, J) )/2,
V(I, JMNUS1) )/2,
200
USTAR = U(I, J)*( YE(I, J)*UZ-YZ(I, J)*UE)
+ +V( I , J ) * ( XZ ( I , J ) *UE-XE ( I , J ) *UZ )
+ +YE (I,J)*PZ(I,J) -YZ (I,J)*PE(I,J)
VSTAR = U(I,J)*(YE(I,J)*VZ-YZ(I,J)*VE)
+ +V ( I , J ) * ( XZ ( I , J ) *VE-XE ( I , J ) *VZ )
+ +XZ (I,J)*PE(I,J) -XE (I,J)*PZ(I,J)
U(I,J) = U(I,J) - W*USTAR




C Updating the pressure matrix using the Bernoulli equation.
DO 300 J = EMNUSl, 2,-1
DO 300 I = 2,ZPLUS1













C PROGRAM NAME : MAXERR
C
C PROGRAMMER : SIVARAJ KAILASAPATHY
C
C DATE WRITTEN : 01-07-87
C
C DESCRIPTION : THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO DETERMINE IF THE COORDINATE
C GENERATION AND POTENTIAL FLOW PROGRAMS HAVE CONVERGED. A:
C ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE CRITERIA IS USED.
C
Q **********************************************************************
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
C **********************************************************************
c
C EMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ETA LINES
C EMNUSl - EMAX - 1
C x - A OR B
C XERROR - MAXIMUM ERROR IN THE MATRIX
C xIE - X-LOCATION OF MAXIMUM ERROR
C XJE - Y-LOCATION OF MAXIMUM ERROR
C xOLD - A OR B FROM THE LAST ITERATION
C ZMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ZI LINES


















REAL* 4 A (ZMAX+2, EMAX) , AOLD ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) , B ( ZMAX+2 , EMAX ) ,




ZPLUS1 = ZMAX + 1
EMNUSl = EMAX - 1
CONVERGE = .FALSE,
DO 100 I = 2,ZPLUS1
DO 100 J = 2, EMNUSl
ABSA = ABS(A(I,J)-AOLD(I,J) )
ABSB = ABS(B(I,J)-BOLD(I,J) )




















IF (ERROR .LE. :EPSI )THEN









C PROGRAM NAME : RESULT
C
C PROGRAMMER : SIVARAJ KAILASAPATHY
C
C DATE WRITTEN : 01 - 07 - 87
C
C DESCRIPTION : THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO OUTPUT RESULTS FROM THE
C COORDINATE GENERATION AND POTENTIAL FLOW PROGRAMS.
C
Q *********************************************************************
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
C *********************************************************************
c
C A - THE MATRIX BEING PRINTED OUT
C EMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ETA LINES
C ZMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ZI LINES













SUBROUTINE RESULT ( ZMAX, EMAX , A)
C
C
REAL* 4 A (ZMAX+2, EMAX)
C
C
ZPLUS1 = ZMAX + 1
WRITE(6,*) 'I =
2,14,26,38,50,62,74'
DO 100 J = EMAX, 1,-4
WRITE (6,1) J,(A(I,J),I=2,ZPLUS1,12)
100 CONTINUE













C PROGRAM NAME : GRAPH
C
C PROGRAMMER : SIVARAJ KAILASAPATHY
C
C DATE WRITTEN : 01-18-87
C
C DESCRIPTION : THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO PLOT THE BODY-FITTED COORDINATE
C SYSTEM GENERATED BY THE PROGRAM COORDINATE . FOR . THE
C PLOTTING IS DONE BY THE SYSTEM PLOT PACKAGE (NCAR).
C
Q ************************************************************************,
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
Q ************************************************************************,
C
C IMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE I-DIRECTION
C JMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE J-DIRECTION
C PXX - WORK ARRAY
C PYY - WORK ARRAY
C X - X-MATRIX











PARAMETER ( IMAX=80 , JMAX=80 )
REAL*4 X( IMAX, JMAX) ,Y( IMAX, JMAX) ,PXX( IMAX) ,PYY( JMAX)
C
C
DO 100 I = 1,IMAX





CALL SET( .1,. 9,. 1,-9, -0.7, 0.7, -0.7, 0.7,1)
DO 200 J = 1,JMAX
CALL FRSTPT(X(1,J) ,Y(1,J) )
DO 300 I = 1,IMAX
PXX(I) = X(I,J)
PYY(I) = Y(I, J)
300 CONTINUE
NPTS = IMAX
CALL CURVE (PXX, PYY, NPTS)
200 CONTINUE
DO 400 I = 1,IMAX
CALL FRSTPT(X(I,1) ,Y(I,1))
DO 500 J = 1,JMAX
PXX(J) = X(I,J)
PYY(J) = Y(I, J)
500 CONTINUE
NPTS = JMAX









Q ************************_*<:*A************vlr + >r**********_,.,^***********r
C TITLE BLOCK
C ************************ K ***************************** ****************
C
C PROGRAM NAME: PRESSURE
C
C PREGRAMMER : SIVARAJ KAILASAPATHY
C
C DATE WRITTEN: 06 - 20 - 87
C
C DESCRIPTION : THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO PLOT DISTRIBUTION ON THE
C FIRST FIVE ETA LINES.
C
Q ***********************************************************************
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
Q ***********************************************************************
C
C EMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ETA LINES
C P - PRESSURE MATRIX
C X - X MATRIX
C ZPLUS1 - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ZI LINES PLUS ONE
















REAL*4 X(ZPLUS2,EMAX) , P ( ZPLUS2 , EMAX )




writedO,*) x( i , 1 ) ,p( i , 60 )
writedl,*) x(i,l),p(i,78)
100 CONTINUE
C
C
RETURN
END
